**Annotation Toolbar Buttons**

**Button Function**

- Allows selection of annotations (toggle).
- Creates a text annotation.
- Creates a highlight annotation.
- Creates a freehand line annotation.
- Creates a straight-line annotation.
- Creates an arrow annotation.
- Creates a rectangular annotation.
- Creates a rounded rectangular annotation.
- Creates an oval annotation.
- Creates a polyline annotation.
- Creates a polygon annotation.
- Erases the annotation.
- Creates a filled or hollow annotation (toggle).
- Creates an annotation with redaction (toggle).
- Selects the default annotation group.
- Selects all annotations.
- Moves the selected annotation in front of another annotation.
- Sends the selected annotation behind another annotation.
- Shows or hides annotations (toggle); allows you to hide annotations by annotation group.
- Selects line width.
- Selects annotation colors.
- Deletes the selected annotations.
- Saves all annotations.
- Cancels annotation changes.
- Adds the selected rubber stamp annotation to a page.